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NINE OF 10 FASTEST-GROWING U.S. CITIES IN 2020 WERE IN RED STATES!

“It’s no surprise—except maybe to Democrats—that nine of the 10 fastest-growing U.S. cities are in ‘Red’ states,” said Jim Tobin, economist and president of Taxpayers United of America (TUA).

According to Issue #196 of the excellent newsletter published by the Committee to Unleash Prosperity, “Nine of the 10 fastest growing cities in 2020 are in red states. Florida has the top three destinations. North Point, outside of Orlando; Kissimmee, near Sarasota; and Port Lucie, north of Palm Beach.”

Madison, Wisconsin was the only city in the top ten that was in a blue state. According to the newsletter, the committee’s Wisconsin contacts said the beer capital is being overrun by transplants from…guess which state? It’s neighbor to the south, bankrupt and over-taxed Illinois!